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A Step Above
When Belgian architect Vincent Van Duysen decides to renovate the attic of his Antwerp
townhouse, the result is a spare and serene personal retreat

Some of us escape by taking off for the mountains or the seaside. The
Belgian architect Vincent Van Duysen heads upstairs. At the top of
his townhouse in Antwerp’s historic center, he has converted the
attic into a world apart: a place to get away without going anywhere.
The self-contained space isn’t a separate apartment or storage area
or guest quarters—rather, it’s like having a boutique hotel room in
one’s own home. “When I’m busy, and I just want to disconnect or
withdraw, I stay for a day or a weekend,” says Van Duysen, who has
designed furniture and lighting for nearly every major Italian brand
and was recently appointed creative director of Molteni&C. “I can
sleep, read, meditate, study, take a shower or bath.”
The building, which dates from 1870, was purchased by Van
Duysen 15 years ago. At the time, the attic was a warren of former
servants’ chambers outfitted with dropped ceilings and gypsum
board. An overhaul revealed high ceilings, brick walls, and roughhewn beams. Still, the architect waited until a few years ago to finish the atelier. He used reclaimed oak planks from a 17th-century
cloister in the French Pyrenees for new flooring, a desktop, and
cladding for the attic’s cupboards. Narrow windows were added
to the sides of the roof. In addition, Van Duysen installed a large
LEFT: Architect Vincent Van Duysen transformed the attic of his 19th-century
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Antwerp townhouse into a personal retreat, stripping it down to its original
brick walls and wooden beams; in the living area, a custom table has a top
made of 17th-century oak from a cloister in the French Pyrenees, the armchair is by Axel Vervoordt, and the oversize custom bronze reading light is
by Beirut-based PSLab; the black-steel skylight window is a custom design
and was inspired by those in French artist ateliers. ABOVE: Van Duysen with
his dog Gaston. For details, see Resources.
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north-facing skylight that looks out onto a nearby church. (With
the help of a temporary elevator, the skylight also became a makeshift entrance during the renovation; Van Duysen admits, “I didn’t
want people coming up from downstairs and making my house
completely dirty.”)
The large, open room—around 1,000 square feet—now contains
little more than a custom-made bed, chairs by Pierre Jeanneret and
Axel Vervoordt, and a massive desk presided over by an equally massive lamp. Along one wall, individual cupboards hide a washbasin,
tub, shower, and kitchenette. The attic’s moody scheme contrasts
with the airier downstairs floors, where the palette is mostly cream,
and the rooms are furnished with books and sculpture.
Despite the contrasts, both spaces are marked by the spare but
soulful look that characterizes Van Duysen’s interiors and furnishings. “The way I give form to the architecture is the same,” he says.
“It’s just that the materials vary. I use the attic when I want to be in
a different atmosphere than the rest of my house. It’s more like a
cocoon.” Originally published in ELLE DECOR Italy. ◾
RIGHT: The sleeping area’s bed by Treca Interiors Paris is dressed in Society

Limonta linens, the sofa and rug are by Catherine Huyghe, the armchair is by
Axel Vervoordt, the teak-and-cane chair is by Pierre Jeanneret, and the
cabinet at the foot of the bed conceals a television monitor; the flooring is
antique oak, and the original brick walls have been restored and sanded.
ABOVE: The architect installed a custom tub of Belgian bluestone with fittings by Volevatch at one end of the space; the custom light fixture on the
beam above it is by PSLab. For details, see Resources.
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